Who We Are

About Us
We are a nonprofit association dedicated to utilizing all available resources to ensure that masonry remains as one of the dominant construction systems in the Houston market. We are also committed to establish our members as the principal leading masonry contractors and suppliers in the Houston area.

Vision
Masonry will be the dominant construction system in our market. AMCH members will work together to ensure our market share in the construction industry is not lost to lesser inferior products. Members will also be the decision-makers’ first choice to build masonry projects in Houston and surrounding areas.

Mission
AMCH actively participates in a network of industry professionals to establish this Association and its members as the ultimate source and standard in the masonry industry for materials and craftsmanship through marketing, training, education, and support of the Texas Masonry Council. AMCH utilizes all available resources to ensure that masonry is the dominant construction system in Houston.

Contact Us
Phone: 713-806-2990
Fax: 832-761-0151
Email: amch.don@sbcglobal.net
Web: www.amchhouston.org
Why as a Contractor Should You Join?

The AMCH has continually sought out to maintain masonry as the dominate construction source throughout the city of Houston and surrounding areas. Together, we as masonry contractors will utilize all resources to ensure no market shares are lost to our real competitors (i.e drywall, precast, metal panels, EFIS and ICF). We also support and help in the development and adoption of masonry ordinances throughout Houston and the surrounding areas. These ordinances mandate the use of masonry to add value, beauty, durability and tax-base stability to our local communities and limit the use of lesser inferior products.

Why as a Supplier Should You Join?

AMCH is dedicated to maintain masonry as the dominate construction product throughout the city of Houston and surrounding areas. Several city ordinances have already been passed, which will require masonry products to be used over any other construction material. Combining your efforts and those of fellow masonry product suppliers will assist AMCH in their continue pursuit of establishing masonry as the superior construction product in Houston. AMCH supplier members are also recognized to have trustworthy masonry products and services that both contractors and architects can rely on.

Additional AMCH benefits for both our contractor and supplier members:

- We work together with the TMC’s Masonry Planning Program, which has provided multiple masonry ordinances throughout the Houston areas (as seen on www.masonryordinance.com).

- We conduct a yearly local Golden Trowel Award ceremony, which allows us to recognize architects who use masonry in their design. This promotes the continued use of masonry in future projects.

- We assist the TMC in local Masonry Days, which provides architectural college students hands on approach to masonry and its benefits.

- Yearly golf and sporting clay tournaments,

Unity

We believe that by joining together we improve not only our individual companies but our industry. Defending and increasing our market share from inferior products that boast about being cheaper and installed quicker can only be accomplished by the unified forces of all Houston masonry contractors and suppliers.

We’re all United in a common goal, to make masonry the dominate construction material.

ASSOCIATED MASONRY CONTRACTORS OF HOUSTON